
   The Lindsay School of the Art

 Student Handbook


**A copy must be signed and saved

______________ Date


Rule: No drama

No cell phone use during class

No gum due to safety.

No food in the classrooms to cut down on having a bug issue (because thats not fun). 

No using supply for things not relating to a class, supplies don't come easy.

Never let anyone inside the building without a staff pass, or a student/parent pass. Any 
other persons needs to be approved. (All staff, students, and parents will have a pass). 

No profanity will be tolerated, we are a facility for kids, keep it clean.

No shoes in the dance studio Ever!!

No student unattended in any classroom.

Never leave any classroom or area without showing it love and cleaning up after 
yourself.


Dress Code: (Students & Staff)- No shorts, unless tights are wore underneath. No belly 
shirts or midriff showing. Shoes must be on your feet to enter the center. All pants must 
be pulled up and wore around the waist. Movement classes will have required dress 
codes within reason.

Ballet: (within reason & means) tights, shorts, ballet skirt, ballet shoes, bare foot, 
leotard, tight fitting, hair pulled back. (All black clothing besides, tights, and ballet 
skirts). Jazz: Jazz shoes, leotard, tights, shorts, jazz pants, bare foot, hair pulled back, 
(all black clothes).

Hip-Hop: sneakers, baggy pants, shorts, tights, hair pulled back, (all black clothes).


Injury Policy: The Lindsay School of the Arts Performing art center does not carry 
medical insurance for its students. It is required that all dance students be covered by 
their own family insurance policies and if injury occurs it is understood that the 
student's own policy is your only source of reimbursement.


Attendance Policy: Students are all here due to applying and securing a spot. Spots at 
LSA are limited, therefore students must be here for the right reasons, which is to learn 
and take what classes they have signed up for seriously. Missing 3 or more classes will 
result in dropping student from the class, due to timing, and shows/dates. Notification 
to the director after student has missed more than one class. Students can not be late 
to class more than 3 times, again due to only meeting a certain amount of time per 
week and there are many other students who are on a wait list for classes, and shows, 
student will become withdrawn from classes/shows, this is a company wide policy.




Drop off/Pick up: Parents are welcome to drop their child off for class. Parents may 
stay

for their children classes in the waiting area only. Please be on time to pick up your 
child after class. If parent is late, after the last class of the night, student will get (2) 
warnings after warnings are issued student may be asked to leave the class for the rest 
of the year.


Curriculum (applies to every subject and every class)-Every student will be treated fairly 
and uniquely. Every student will be held to standards, and rules that staff will enforce. A 
few things that will be taught throughout LSA.


Confidence- A skill in and out of the classroom and/or performance, be taught for 
every day life. Not only train you how to convincingly deliver a message, but also build 
the confidence you need to take command of yourself as an artist.


Self Expression- Expression of one's feelings, thoughts, or ideas, especially in writing, 
art, music, or dance is a big impact for everyday life settings.


Problem Solving and Perseverance- Students may need another way to view things so 
they can learn better from what we are here to teach them. Teaching student no matter 
how much practice it may take to never give up. They will learn that there are many 
different pathways to develop a skill or technique.


Empathy and Compassion- This is something that seems very easily forgotten, but is 
critical to their futures. The creativity involved in performing arts extends to emotional 
creativity and can open children to new ways of seeing the world.


Creativity -in whatever way you find as instructors and artists to make creativity come 
alive with your students practice this, so students will be quick to think on their feet. 
Student will become leaders, and their own person.


Focus- The ability to focus is a key skill developed through ensemble work. Keeping a 
balance between listening and contributing involves a great deal of concentration and 
focus.


Team Work and Collaboration- Most arts disciplines are collaborative in nature. 
Through the arts, children practice working together, sharing responsibility, and 
compromising with others to accomplish a common goal. Student roles in and out of 
the classroom and performance can not happening without the help from them and 
everyone that surrounds them. Work through all all sorts of environments.


Receiving Constructive Feedback- Children learn that feedback is part of learning and 
it is not something to be offended by or to be taken personally. It is something helpful. 
The goal is the improvement of skills and evaluation is incorporated at every step of the 
process.




Accountability – When children practice creating something collaboratively they get 
used to the idea that their actions affect other people. They learn that when they are 
not prepared or on-time, that other people suffer. Through the arts, children also learn 
that it is important to admit that you made a mistake and take responsibility for it.


Have Fun- is the biggest thing for students and staff, there is never a reason it should 
not be anything but a fun learning experience for all. Teach and learn not to be so hard 
on yourselves. We are here to give these students all we have to give through ourselves 
as artists. We are all always students, as long as you are constantly willing to learn.


_________________________________________                      

Signature of Student                                                                                


__________________________________________                     

Signature of Parent                                                                                  


__________________________________________                     

 Signature of Director                                                                              


